
Carry On Quickly and Fully Organized
It’s all about the carry-on. Organize everything you need for your travels neatly and efficiently within a carry-on bag  

that also accommodates those must-have electronics and comfort-enhancing accessories. With expandability,  
convert-ability and stow-ability – sometimes right beneath the seat in front of you – these carry-ons are made so  

you can keep on keeping on.

BY KATHY WITT • PHOTOGRAPHS BY KERRY PITTENGER
Breeze from the airport to the office with the sleek and self-assured KINZIE Carry All Leather Duffel from McKlein Company. Crafted from the highest quality top-
grain, cowhide leather, the bag features an interior organizer for media devices, padded tablet pocket, full-width interior zipper pocket and exterior zipper pocket. 
The duffel is offered in brown and black. MSRP: $180 • A little bit of fun and whole lotta flirty: Hang Accessories’ Camellia Rolling Carry-On (17.5” x 10.5” x 16.5”) 
is a style stand-out with soft caramel, vegan leather and cool canvas print accented with gold hardware. Featuring 360° rolling wheels and retractable handle, it has 
a removable padded 15” laptop sleeve, exterior tablet pocket and plenty of additional pockets for travel essentials. MSRP: $189 • Royce Leather’s 680 is a premium 
duffle bag handcrafted in Columbia with high-quality leather. A fusion of fashion and function, this weekender travel bag sports a chic, timeless design and ample 
room for all carry-on travel essentials. Two large zippered interior pockets offer convenient storage; an exterior zipper pocket provides instant access. MSRP: $600

Photographed in Carmel-by-the-Sea, Point Lobos State Natural Reserve, and 17-Mile Drive in Pebble Beach, CA.

The second generation of HOOK & ALBERT’s Garment Weekender resolves the issue of traveling with multiple bags for an overnight trip, combining all the 
functionality of a garment bag with the pack-up portability of a duffel bag. The latest version features a lighter weight, updated hardware, higher top grain leather 
and a modernized design, and is available in a variety of colors – black, olive, brown and gray, among others. MSRP range: $395-$585 • Charge on the go with the 
Mia Toro Calcare Smart Under Seat from HONTUS Milano Group. This case has a USB charging port conveniently located on the top of the bag, a deluxe interior 
with computer and accessory pockets and a zippered compartment to store power bank and devices. Designed in Italy, this finely crafted and durable hardshell 
is made of Armor-Flex composite and features top-quality wheels and handle grips. MSRP: $200 • Pacsafe’s Versatile Vibe is a patented 40L anti-theft carry-on 
backpack designed for 24/7 city living. Multipurpose and comfortable, it meets most airline carry-on standards and features back support and padded adjustable 
straps. An internal pocket is large enough for a 15” laptop, travel organizer and magazine. A top, quick-access pocket and a side stretch pocket keep essentials 
in easy reach. MSRP: $139.95 • No more blocking the aisle; no more fumbling through your carry-on at your seat. Aleon’s Vertical Underseat Carry-On (16-1/2” x 
12-1/2” x 6”) opens wide from the top with a flip of a lock, allowing you to reach everything – laptop, tablet and other electronics – and quickly remove those items 
you need during your flight. The case slides easily under the seat in front of you for easy access. MSRP: $379
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Lightweight in durable nylon, the Travelon Anti-Theft Active Carry-On Backpack was designed for outdoor adventurers and on-the-go travelers. Water- and stain-
resistant, the patented bag provides a full complement of organizational and anti-theft features, including a roomy main compartment with padded, fleece-lined 
laptop pocket and an organizer compartment with RFID-blocking pocket with card and passport slots. Locking compartments, slash-resistant construction and 
slash-resistant adjustable straps ratchet up security. MSRP: $160 • This casual 2-piece rolling upright and backpack luggage set from Traveler’s Choice is constructed 
of durable nylon honeycomb fabric, offers superb quality and value along with multiple storage compartments. The 22” upright has a patented T-cruiser handle 
system; the 18” backpack features a patented magnetic snap closure system on a side pocket for easy access. The set comes in navy and burgundy. MSRP: $249.99/
set • A.Saks Luggage’s  19” Upright Spinner is a zip-around carry-on in durable ballistic nylon. Weighing only 4.3 lbs, it has eight wheels, a retractable zipper, inside 
tie straps, two outside pockets and a handle on the top, side and bottom. MSRP: $295 • Ricardo Beverly Hills’ compact carry-on with plenty of packing capacity, 
the San Marcos 16” Under the Seat Rolling Tote fits perfectly under the seat in front of you while offering organized storage for technology items. MSRP: $280

The Lincoln Square 20” Expandable 4-Wheel Upright Carry-On from Kenneth Cole Reaction by Heritage Travelware, constructed of durable 1680D polyester, is 
lightweight, expandable and loaded with features. An abundance of pockets and compartments, convenient grab handles, multidirectional 4-wheel spinners, self-
repairing coil zippers – even a flight-friendly toiletry top-zip bag. MSRP: $240 • Heys presents a colorful addition to its popular limited edition Artist Series with the 
3-piece Twilight Collection. Featuring the art of award-winning Mexico City-based Aldo Crusher, these cases pay tribute to the cities of Paris (21” carry-on – shown), 
New York (26”) and London (30”). Constructed of polycarbonate composite with a colorful, fully lined subtle travel-themed interior print and ample pockets for 
organization. MSRP: $134.99/21” • Based on the success of 2-tone style 717002U, Cabrelli Group now presents 717022U in a fab new square shape that comes 
in black and red. Measuring 16.5” x 16” x 7”, the case has two gold zipper front pockets, removable tassel key chain, removable padded 15” laptop and tablet 
compartment, a new second top-zip compartment, interior organizer section and more. This carry-on size case has inline wheels and retractable handle, plus a new 
luggage strap to enable you to attach the roller to a luggage handle. MSRP: $229.99 • A hardcase with a soft caddy cover, the patent-pending Lightning Plus is 
Antler USA’s first hybrid product, and one that gives travelers the flexibility to adapt their cabin case to their journey. The removable cover has a zip pocket for an 
umbrella, a fleece-lined lower pocket for a tablet and a top easy-access pocket for boarding pass or medicines. MSRP: $260
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Elevate your travel experience with MinkeeBlue’s Carly Tote in nylon trimmed with vegan leather. An inside convertible compartment transforms the bag from 
one compartment to two compartments to better separate and organize items. An included insulated lunch bag can also be used as a toiletry bag and a padded 
slip pocket holds a laptop up to 14”. MSRP: $188 • From All Around Import, the Viva 20” Carry-On by Gabbiano Luggage in lightweight and durable ABS has 
a comfortably soft, rubberized carry handle and an 8-wheel spinner system. Two zippered compartments and built-in accessory bags improve packing efficiency 
and keep belongings organized. An expandable design allows extra packing capacity when needed. MSRP: $150 • Olympia International’s Taurus 21” Carry-On 
Spinner has not one, but two patented features: a roomy and detachable mesh pocket and a hidden zippered compartment within the bag’s expandable function. 
The former allows travelers to stow a water bottle or other essentials in this hardside’s additional exterior pocket. The latter lets travelers retrieve a needed item 
without emptying their suitcase on the floor of the airport. MSRP: $240 • Meet the London Fog Heathrow 21” Expandable Spinner from Leisure Merchandising, 
a hardside carry-on in 100% polycarbonate that features maximum durability with a scratch-resistant micro texture finish. A silent 8-wheel system with precision 
tracking control makes maneuvering through crowded airports and aisles a breeze. A thoughtfully organized interior offers zippered dividers, integrated shoe 
pockets and small zip pocket. MSRP: $300

The DELSEY Paris Chromium Lite 19” Spinner Carry-On is designed for savvy business travelers looking to have all the latest features paired with maximum 
convenience. It has a large front pocket with two built-in sleeves for storing a tablet and laptop, making it easy to access electronics, especially when going through 
security. Charge your devices on the go with the case’s USB port and built-in power bank sleeve. MSRP: $199.99 • Ben Sherman’s Carnaby Street 20” carry-on from 
Heritage Travelware raises the style bar in diamond-textured ABS with printed polycarbonate film and fully lined interior. The lightweight and expandable case has 
a USB port; zipper pulls that fit a TSA-accepted lock; and an 8-wheel spinner system. The interior is loaded, with garment straps and rear, side zipper pocket as well 
as a large U-shaped zipper pocket with two additional zipper pockets and two open elastic top shoe/accessory pockets under the lid. MSRP: $240 • Power up as 
you go with DUKAP’s INTELY 20” Hardside Spinner Carry-On with USB and Micro USB Port from InUSA. It is expandable and features a built-in TSA-accepted lock, 
four dual spinner 360° silent wheels, gel handles, an intelligently designed interior and armored corners. Its lightweight, hard-flex construction offers maximum 
strength, durability and a water- and scratch-resistant finish. MSRP: $169.99 • The Kate Nylon Under Lock & Key Fabia Tote from LODIS features dual-function 
exterior zippers that can be used as a pocket or a slot for a suitcase handle; interior zip, slide and phone pockets; and a padded laptop compartment. Kate keeps 
your personal information “Under Lock & Key” by blocking hackers with RFID protection in the interior zip pocket. MSRP: $224
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The Eagle Creek Converge™ Weekend Bag checks all the boxes for a versatile carry-on. It converts from a duffel to a backpack with zip-away backpack straps and 
features roomy front compartments with built-in depth for organization of cords and accessories; a dedicated, padded 17” laptop compartment; a front pocket with 
tablet sleeve, mesh zippered pocket, slip pocket and carabiner key fob; lockable zippers and lined, water-repellent compartments. It’s the epitome of organization 
– all in the size of a carry-on. MSRP: $179 • Impressive capacity and compact storage on the go: Sunartec’s NeatPack Laptop Backpack with USB Charger Port has 
three roomy compartments for storing a laptop up to 17”, a tablet and other gadgets with plenty of space left for clothes, snacks and more. Busy professionals 
will appreciate the RFID-blocking pocket and the ability to charge devices anywhere thanks to a built-in USB charging cable and external USB 2.0 port. MSRP: 
$32.95 • Carry your essentials in style and comfort with the Rockland Spinner 15” Underseat Carry-On Bag in quilted polyester, from Fox Luggage. A roomy main 
compartment holds clothes and shoes; two slip and two zippered pockets organize small items and accessories. Perfect for overnight trips, the bag also tucks 
neatly under most airline seats. MSRP: $180 • Quiet elegance is the hallmark of American Flyer’s Tremont from Longlat, a carbon fiber inspired hardside carry-on 
that absorbs impact and glides along on whisper-soft spinner wheels for 360° mobility. A stylized ribbed packing compartment and self-repairing nylon coil zippers 
add functionality. MSRP: $160

This Body Glove Signature hardside by Longlat shines with an embossed hand logo and a textured finish for scratch-and abrasion-resistance. It also impresses with 
a USB port for personal device charging/connectivity. Easy-grab carry handles ensure effortless lifting and an 8-wheel spinner system provides effortless mobility. 
MSRP: $200 • The LiteGear DUFF is a little pouch in ripstop polyester that turns into a full-size cargo duffel in an instant. Measuring 21” x 14” x 9” and weighing 
a mere 8 oz, the bag has a U-shaped zipper that opens into the spacious main packing compartment, two large cargo pockets on each end, padded carry handles 
and a removable, adjustable shoulder strap. Size The DUFF down by folding it into the front pocket. MSRP: $29.95 • Genius Pack’s Aerial has durable 360° spinner 
wheels, a secluded laundry compartment, interior category compartments for think-free packing, integrated packing checklist, and oh – it’s extremely light at just 
6.2 lbs. This jet black hardside is scratch-and stain-resistant, has reinforced impact-resistant corners and meets size requirements for domestic and international 
travel. MSRP: $179 • The large yet slim multiuse Gruv Gear Stadium Bag impresses with its voluminous top compartment, exclusive “locker door” side access, 
removable soft shelves and modular add-ons to organize gear and gadgets. The front pocket area is compatible with Gruv Gear’s ScanFly™ tethered laptop 
sleeves (sold separately) to breeze through airport checkpoints. MSRP: $200

Please see the Buyer’s Guide on page 71 for a directory of the companies whose products are included in this feature.
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